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Priority is the first application in the ERP arena to support
a single integrated solution for all your operational needs,
including a document management tool for browsing files
and folders that looks and works just like traditional onpremise file and folder management systems, such as
Windows Explorer. Powerful synchronization capabilities
with your Gmail or Outlook mailbox eliminate the need to
maintain your own mail server for the organization.
Whether installed on-premise or used in the cloud, you will
gain a single, unified security and permission management
system, running on a server that is completely immune to
virus and Trojan horse attacks, as well as any security
vulnerabilities that may exist when multiple platforms are
maintained simultaneously.

Fixed Assets
Priority's fixed asset capabilities are
seamlessly integrated with its purchase
management module and the General Ledger (GL),
providing complete lifecycle tracking and depreciation of
assets, from purchase to retirement.

Cash Management
Priority's cash management solution provides
for complete, detailed monitoring of Order-toCash and Purchase-to-Pay processes, with built-in BPM
enabling close tracking of Days Sales Outstanding (DSO),
aging and cash-flow projections.

Financials
Broad regulatory compliance, support for a
number revenue recognition methods (a must
for PSA organizations), billing and fixed assets,
integrated BPM and business rules for tight financial
controls, and a log of changes to financial transactions
(where permitted), all accompanied by a tightly integrated
user-level customizable financial reporting tool and a BI
utility.

Cost Control
Manage and control costs using multidimensional profit and cost centers.

Regulatory Compliance

Budget Control

Priority's compliance capabilities are based on
the quantitative characteristics of any solid
financial statement -- clarity, relevance, reliability and
comparability -- making it a key tool for companies aspiring
to financial regulatory compliance and control.

Budget versions, budget periods, budget trees,
and BPM are tightly integrated into the
organization's business activities from the purchase
requisition through delivery, including interdepartmental
service charges and inventory transactions.

Billing
WMS
Priority supports a variety of billing methods
and functions, including project-based billing,
recurring revenues (services, rentals, etc.), pre-defined
payment terms, delivery-based billing and more, all of
which are tightly linked to our revenue recognition
methods.
These preconfigured, field-proven capabilities make
invoicing and cash flow management a matter of
automated control, rather than a labour intensive, time
consuming and error-prone manual process.

Priority's WMS facilitates wave and warehouse
task management, including added
functionality such as hot replenishment, crossdocking and a selection of replenishment strategies from
which to choose, depending on the nature of the items,
distribution strategies and other factors
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Manufacturing
Mobile
When integrated with Priority's WMS, our
manufacturing module provides a complete
solution for the entire Order life cycle - from the customer
order, to manufacturing resource planning replenishment,
warehouse management, delivery, costing and financials.

Priority's suite of mobile solutions offers
customers on-the-go, personalized access to
business-critical functionality in areas such as warehouse
management, field sales and field service. This offering is
exceptional in the sense that our mobile interface is built as
a native application on the device's operating system (OS),
giving us the flexibility to use features and add-ons that are
not available on mobile web applications and giving you the
fastest response possible from your mobile device. The
mobile-enhanced user interface is specially designed for
touch control and comfortable use on a mobile device.

Key Features:




Time and Attendance
Priority's Time and Attendance software
provides open-ended connectivity on both
input and output. It can be used with a variety of data
collection terminals (or smart phones) and is easily
configured to export payroll data to any payroll system. Its
configurable architecture facilitates customization to any
payroll application.





Human Resources
Priority's suite of Human Resource (HR)
solutions, is designed to help organizations
automate, regulate and centralize the process of HR
management. As a whole, this suite addresses several
major tasks associated with the HR function from
application to retirement, including recruitment, hiring,
benefits administration, employee assignment, and more.





Business Intelligence

Priority's BI and analytics tools are built as
an integrated part of the application. As
such, users can drill-down with a single click — from
aggregated data presented in dashboards and dynamic BI
reports with "slice and dice" tools to the underlying data
elements of those aggregates in their
respective Priority forms. Users have the freedom to
independently tailor reports and dashboards, add and
personalize shortcuts and business metrics, and easily slice
and dice data of all types.
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Product data management - maintain part
numbers, bill of materials (BOM), routings and
work centers, and integrate with Product Change
Control (PCC) or Lifecycle Management (PLM).
ECO management and revision control - organize
drawings and other documents associated with
engineering changes, track their approval process
and link any changes to work orders and
requisitions, via part revisions and BOM revisions.
Multi-division and multi-site planning
capabilities - MPS, MRP and APS (advanced
planning & scheduling) are adjustable for multiple
production control methods used in discrete,
repetitive, and mixed-mode manufacturing
environments.
Manufacturing execution - track operations and
production progress, quality control, rework and
scrap ratios, while supporting data collection via
bar code or RFID equipment, SCADA and manuallykeyed entries.
Quality control and assurance - define testing
procedures and standards for inspection of
purchased or outsourced components, inventory
sampling, work order testing and final QA
approval.
Lot and serial number tracking - track serialized
parts and their lot attributes throughout the part's
life cycle: from the receipt of part components
through delivery of the finished product, servicing,
RMA, and scrapping.
Project-oriented manufacturing - associate each
manufacturing process with its corresponding
project, from inventory allocation through
planning, material requisitions, issues to the plant
floor, work order handling, assembly and testing,
and delivery of the finished product. Tight cost
accounting provides accurate real-time project
costs at each stage of the project, and ensures that
the project team is aware of any milestone
deviations.

Project Management

Document Management

Priority's Project Management module offers
users capabilities that match and surpass
those of dedicated project management systems. Project
planning supports task interdependencies within or
between projects, while activity-related reporting of labor
& expenses and built-in BPM tools make the maintenance
of project progress, in terms of both deliverables and
outlays, an integrated part of the organization's daily
routines. Team collaboration is facilitated by linking each
task to its related project and activity, coupled with e-mail
integration that synchronizes relevant comments directly to
the associated entity, ensuring that team members are
always in the loop.

Priority's Document Management module provides a
new level of integration for the document
management functionality in enterprise applications,
by using the same security/permission system that
governs the entire application to regulate document
access. It also provides a built-in File Explorer and the
ability to manage multiple links from a number of
different system records to a single file.
Priority's document management tools let you
instantly map any records to which a given file has
been attached. Moreover, since the links from all these
records refer to the same file, there is no need to
maintain multiple copies of each file, thus eliminating
the potential for discrepancies.

Key Features:
 Resource Management
o Integration with MS Project
o Resource load simulation
o Resource load views
o Manage external resources, such as
subcontractors
o Resource calendar
 Project Management Capabilities
o Manage Scope of Work (SOW) and
requirement documents: Priority offers builtin tools for loading and synchronizing the
documents used to organize work
requirements with the pertinent project
activities and deliverables
o Manage and authorize project revisions
o Define advanced inter-dependencies
o Create project related bill of materials and
handle procurement
o Schedule activities using the critical path
o Produce Gantt charts showing base-line
versus actual project dates
o Activity and project costing and budgeting
with job role pricing
o Report time, materials and related expenses
directly to the related activity and project,
generate automatic notifications for
project/activity related events, including
expense and timesheet approval
o Manage project invoicing, including
support for pro forma invoices and
income recognition
o Link service contracts to the project

Customer Service and Support
Priority's customer service and support
module is fully integrated with all
other Priority functions to deliver a holistic view of the
customer. Customer issues can be reported by the
customer directly, via Priority's Customer Service web
portal, or by service & support personnel, using Priority's
call center reporting functionality. Call center reps can keep
track of open service calls, call assignment, escalation
status, related communications with the customer and
follow-up calls.

Unit 1, 8 Girdwood Road,
Boronia, VIC 3155
Australia
Tel (03) 9010 5519 Mob. 0414324681
info@priorityerp.com
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